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scholar records, ”So we passed into the Ægean,
the real thoroughfare of the Greeks ... . Though
the day was grey and cloudy, the atmosphere was
perfectly clear, and allowed us to see these very
distant Alps, on which the snow still laid in great
fields.“4 Had the day been bright and clear,
Mahaffy’s gaze may even have melted the snow on
the Alps! Aside from the hyperbole, the poetic
license here aims to establish the quality of light.
This clean light was supposed to cleanse the eye.
With a cleansed eye, even incidental and minor
landscape elements were more meticulously recor-
ded, but this cleansing went a level further. It pe-
netrated the patina of history. This was important,
as historical association was a key element of the
recovery of pre-discursive  wholeness. Homer was
read in-situ, and the narratives are peppered with
footnotes alluding to classical texts.5 This historical
association was eventually one of bodily identifica-
tion; the cleansing would only then be complete
when one looked out into the Greek landscape
with the same classical eyes that had first achieved
the harmony of the pre-reflexive wholeness. 

The Athenian Acropolis was the final objective
of the trip; it was both an instructor and a test for
the eye. Given this importance, one would expect
detailed and individual eye accounts. And such re-
cords would indicate the nature of the direct gaze.
Here an unexpected lacuna surfaces. On the Acro-
polis the rhetoric of immediate eye-description
either disappears or the gaze is deflected to the
landscape or the town below. Some authors do re-
cord how visitors often need time to acquire the
taste to be instructed by the monuments, while
others record apprehension at approaching the
Acropolis. But most make such observations only
to boast of the ease with which they themselves
assimilated their aesthetic lesson. But no linguistic
representation of the content of this lesson is gi-
ven. The monuments are extolled, and there is an
indication of self-affection. But in the continuum
of the narrative a strange blindness envelops the
recording of the sense-impressions on the Acropo-
lis. If the travelers did penetrate the photographic
aura, they were unable to bring it into language as
anything other than this silence.

This silence is covered up in two ways-either
by alluding to the classical past, or by cataloguing
recent archaeological findings. And this rhetorical
shift is marked by a ”scholarly“ and thereby a more
”objective“ third person tone. This can be sharply
observed in Henry Baird’s narrative: ”One of the
guards now opened a third gate, and passing
through we found ourselves at the base of an ac-
clivity, above which rose the Propylæa. A series of
marble steps, some of which were discovered be-
neath the rubbish of a Turkish battery that former-
ly encumbered the spot, and others in their origi-
nal places, have been partially restored under the
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”No one sees the barn,“ he said finally. A long si-
lence followed. ”Once you’ve seen the signs about
the barn, it becomes impossible to see the barn.“ He
fell silent once more. People with cameras left the
elevated site, replaced at once by others. ”We’re not
here to capture an image, we’re here to maintain
one. Every photograph reinforces the aura. Can you
feel it, Jack? An accumulation of nameless energies“
There was an extended silence ... ”What was the
barn like before it was photographed?“ he said.
”What did it look like, how was it different from
other barns, how was it similar to other barns?“ We
can’t answer these questions because we’ve read the
signs, seen the people snapping the pictures. We
can’t get outside the aura. We’re part of the aura.
We’re here, we’re now. (Don DeLilllo, White Noise,
1985)
Driving on the American highway the signs appear
noiselessly on the car screen in White Noise, an-
nouncing, presaging, and framing the Most Beauti-
ful Barn in America, and then they disappear. But
at the barn, Delillo discovers the observers’ inabili-
ty to have a direct experience of architecture: the
aura interferes. But if such an aura could be cir-
cumvented, what would such a ”direct access“ to
architecture be? Can this direct ”seeing“ be vi-
sually or linguistically recorded? Or would this ex-
perience be so radical, that it would refuse to be
translated into any discursive sign? One type of
observer who aspired to such a ”direct seeing“ as
well as record it in a discursive mode was the 19th

century European traveler to Greece. And this ob-
server, and these travel records provide valuable
insights into these questions.2

19th century travel narratives were a specific
genre: I call them the ”unfictionalized“ Bildungsro-
man. The Bildungsroman aimed at an aesthetic
education that would recover the original pre-dis-
cursive human wholeness; although they achieved
such synthesis only fictionally. The claim of the tra-
vel narratives, however, was not set as fictional,
but as authentic autobiographical experience.3

Travel narratives were the Buildungsroman of Eu-
ropean culture with a degree of ”real“. A key ope-
rative term here was culture. Culture had two con-
notations: the cultivation of the inner human
nature and culture as a folk spirit with a unique
identity. Ancient Greece folk spirit – the second
connotation of culture – was itself understood as a
pre-reflexive wholeness, that is, the very universal
human nature that the first notion of self-cultivati-
on aimed at. The travelers then aimed at inner
self-actualization by a direct contact with the cli-
mate and light of the classical land, the landscape
and nature, and the monuments. Thus began a re-
education of the eye. Climate was usually the first
instructor, as the prodigious achievements of the
Ancient Greek race were often attributed to it in
the 19th century. J. P. Mahaffy, a noted classical



direction of the Archæological Society. The center
is paved with large slabs of stone, and served in
old times as a carriage-way. The pavement was
grooved to give a foothold to the yoke of oxen
that annually drew the car of Minerva up to the
temple of the goddess ... .“6 The first line of the
citation marks the end of the personal observation.
The rest of the account disappears into a historical
reverie. 

Another case in point is William Mure, who
after making the by now familiar shift from the first
person to the third person on the Acropolis, tacitly
acknowledges this shift, for he promises to provide
his own description, ”My own speculations will
comprise little more than such remarks as naturally
suggested themselves in the course of a ten days’
survey of the actual site and remains of the city,
with an eye, perhaps, rather to their picturesque
than their archaeological features, and with inci-
dental allusion to the effects ... .“7 This promised
picturesque8 description, however, never comes.

Here Mark Twain’s The Innocent Abroad, a par-
ody of such 19th century Travel narrative(s), is
worth examining. For Twain’s work too was a tra-
vel narrative. Exchanging a cleansed eye with an
irreverent one, Twain cowers neither to the ”old
traveler“ or to the reputation of a monument. And
yet he describes a scene or a monument with great
acuity. This is what Twain has to report about St.
Peters, ”Of course we have been to the monster
Church St. Peter, frequently. I knew its dimensions.
I knew it was a prodigious structure ... . Thus I had
one gauge. I wished to come as near as forming a
correct idea of how it was going to look, as possi-
ble; I had a curiosity to see how much I would err.
I erred considerably. St. Peter’s did not look nearly
so large as the [Washington] capitol, and certainly
not a twentieth part as beautiful, from the outsi-
de.“9 Twain’s gaze then exhibits the traits the tra-
veler’s gaze aspires to. This gaze, however, too
falls into silence on the Acropolis. Twain narrates
how, breaking the quarantine imposed on the
Quaker City in Piraeus, he and two other friends
make their way to the Acropolis in a Huckleberry
Finn manner. This whole trip is rendered with vivid
eyewitness accounts. But on the Acropolis he pro-
vides only statistical details of the Parthenon, and
then adds ”I remember but little about the Parthe-
non, and I have put in one or two facts and figures
for the use of other people with short memories.
Got them from the guide-book.10 And yet it is  cle-
ar that the Parthenon and the Acropolis had him
enthralled for he expresses this emotion by aspi-
ring for that too familiar communion with the
past, ”As we turned and moved again through the
temple, I wished the illustrious men who had sat
in it in the remote ages could visit it again and
reveal themselves to our curious eyes-Plato, Ari-
stotle, Demosthenes, Socrates ... .“11

This general problem of observing the Acropo-
lis is sometimes directly addressed. Paradoxical as
it may seem to us, the advice is precisely to turn to
the representations of the Acropolis. Here is Ma-
haffy’s scholarly advice for viewing the Acropolis,
this commentary is provided exactly at the point
where his own description of the Acropolis should
have been, ”It is worth while to consult the pro-
fessional architects, like Revett12, who have exami-
ned these buildings with a critical eye ... [the old
Athenians] for artistic, as well as for practical, pur-
poses, deviated systematically from the accuracy of
right lines and angles in order that the harmony of
the building might profit by this imperceptible dis-
cord...the pillars which themselves swell slightly
towards the middle are not set perpendicularly,
but with a slight incline inwards (.)“13 The allusion
to Nicholas Revett is a reference to Stuart and
Revett’s Antiquities of Athens. Even the note on
optical illusion, is not verified by Mahaffy standing
at some point on the site, but taken from Viollet-
le-duc. But the thrust of the argument is clear: to
interact with the monuments one had to interact
with the representational sign first.

Here the architect’s gaze must be brought in:
the architect appears not so much as incapable of
breaking the aura, as uninterested in doing so. He
is rather more interested in inventing new repre-
sentations for the monuments, that is of adding
another layer to the aura. A case in point is Le
Corbusier (fig. 1). His travel narrative, titled Voyage
d’Orient14 was a pilgrimage of self-becoming, a
Buildungsroman-narrative. Athens, the Acropolis
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and the Parthenon are the last destination of the
voyage, its culmination. Just before reaching
Athens, Corbusier records his excitement and im-
patience But when Corbusier finally reaches Athe-
ns, trepidation and anxiety take over. He is unable
to approach the Acropolis. Nevertheless, precisely
at the point of recording this anxiety, Corbusier
talks about it, as if he has already been there, ”I
really don’t know why this hill harbors the essence
of artistic thought I can appreciate the perfection
of these temples and realize that nowhere else are
they so extraordinary; and a long time ago I accep-
ted the fact that this place should be like a reposi-
tory of a sacred standard, the basis for all measure-
ment in art.“15 For Corbusier, in his own words,
”to see the Acropolis is a dream one treasures
without even dreaming to realize it.“16 (fig. 2).
And it is indeed as a collage of dream fragments
that the Acropolis is described. For the descripti-
ons appear at first to be direct eyewitness ac-
counts. Then one realizes that what is portrayed as
an unbroken single experience is a reverie of va-
rious trips on various days. Moreover, Corbusier
speaks here not from a direct personal bodily ex-
perience,17 but from a creative one, seeking to
represent these monuments in a way never done
before. He notes, ”Bewildered the active mind
grasps and plunges into a past that should not be
reconstructed. But it would also be beautiful if,
outside reality – these temples, this sea, these
mountains, all this stone and water – could be-
come for one hour only the heroic vision of a crea-
tive mind.“18 Corbusier’s aim then, to re-emphasi-
ze, was not so much the direct interaction with
these structures, as new representations. Corbusier
ends this ”dream“ like recording with this confessi-
on, ”Days and weeks passed in this dream and
nightmare ....“19

Sigmund Freud provides a possible explanation
for Corbusier-like anxiety as well as for the silence
of the gaze.20 The eighty-year old Freud wrote
about his experience on the Acropolis, titled A dis-
turbance of Memory on the Acropolis21, 32 years
after having visited it. Freud’s text is not another
travel narrative. He readily acknowledges having
had such an experience, and then sets out to dia-

gnose it. On reaching the Acropolis Freud’s first
impression, so he tells us, was of disbelief, ”so all
this really does exist, just as we learnt at school.“
This general feeling of unreality was such that
Freud could not take the evidence of his senses to
be real. Freud recalls that his first attempt to grasp
this phenomenon22 was by transforming the past:
”it must have been in childhood, when I first read
about the Acropolis, that I never believed it.“ Ulti-
mately for Freud the root cause of such a defense
mechanism is his having crossed the forbidden
boundary of succeeding well beyond his father.
Freud’s explanation could easily be employed to
explain the general narrative silence.23 Further-
more as repression, the lacuna would most clearly
be felt in the linguistic register. But there are pro-
blems with such an interpretation. First none of
the transformations in the travel narratives are per-
sonal, as Freud would require. They go back into
the classical past and not personal pasts. Second,
not everyone visiting the Acropolis was overcome
by filial piety, as Freud was. So why is everyone
overcome by this silence at the Acropolis? The si-
lence of the gaze at the Acropolis then looms even
larger.

It would be too simple to reject the travel nar-
ratives, to claim that the center of their ”authentic
and lived“ Bildungsroman was just fictional. Surely
it was that, and the traveler was unable to detach
from the aura. But the silence here is intriguing. 

Let us understand the constructed status of
these icons. The aesthetic value of the Parthenon
and the Acropolis was well established before any
actual observation of the Parthenon.24 Europeans
began to visit the Acropolis in any reasonable
number only in 19th century and the aesthetic fa-
me of the Acropolis precedes that. However, this
pre-established Aesthetic Ideal was not set as a
visual image. Parthenon had no equivalent to Ma-
rilyn Monroe’s snapshot, at least not for these visi-
tors. The actual visit to the Parthenon always held
surprises, as the discovery of color on its columns
in the middle of 19th century did. So on the visual
register, Parthenon did not yet have a fixed photo-
graphic aura, although during this period it would
slowly acquire one. One argument here could be
that precisely because Parthenon’s aesthetic value
was constructed before its image, these visitors fell
into repressive silence in front of the symbolic
father figure. But Mark Twain and Sigmund Freud
were no respecters of such conventions, and yet
both Mark Twain and Freud had a similar expe-
rience. Moreover, if the Acropolis was just a con-
struction, an aesthetic convention, there seems no
reason why it would not be translated into narra-
tive, even if fictional. For, conventions facilitate
discourse. 

And so, away from the actual Acropolis com-
mentaries and pictorial representation slowly be-
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2 | The very first sketch Le Corbusier drew of the Acropolis



gan to profligate. For it is pictorial representations-
first etchings and then photographs-that try to
compensate the absence of eyewitness accounts in
the narratives. The etchings offered ”reconstruc-
ted“ whole Acropolis, as if echoing the triumph of
the recovered wholeness of human nature of the
Buildungroman-travel narrative. The photographs
which replaced these etchings were usually gene-
ric, devoid of any specificity of light, angle, time of
the year, and worse of all, local people. The aim
was to offer a universal unchanging image and not
a single specific experience, colored with subjec-
tive details (fig. 3 a–4 b).

Thus towards the later part of the 19th century,
what the narrative could not convey is purported
to be conveyed by these illustrations. And employ-
ing these illustrations, a-posteriori textual explana-
tions of how the Parthenon was, and should be
viewed, multiplied. But can the reader experience
from these illustrations or textual theories what
the traveler could not bring into language? Or do
these representations not stand-in for the object,
re-present it, but rather construct another object.
Here the 19th century European traveler to Greece
stands then with Delilio’s observers of the Most
Beautiful Barn in America. But, does the photogra-
phic aura necessarily and always lead to silence, as

one may hastily assume Delilio to imply? No, for
other photographed and represented monuments
are annotated with eyewitness accounts in these
travel narratives. I would argue that photographic
aura formed from visual representations facilitates
discourse, even if not ”direct seeing:“but there is a
caveat. Norman Bryson has argued, visual cultures
invest authority in the visual sign and recognition
becomes the central mode of interaction:25 Here,
however, the actual physical structures do not
form these visual signs; rather, their ”representati-
ons“-photographs, drawings-which formed this
visual sign. And in the case of these other monu-
ments, the physical structure was able to stand-in
for these visual signs, that is, represent its own
visual sign and thus facilitate interaction; and not
the other way around, as we often think.
This is precisely what did not happen at the Acro-
polis. The representation, the visual sign that
stood for the Acropolis was inadequate. The actual
Acropolis was not subsumed under it, it exceeded
that it was called upon to represent: it exceeded
its visual image. The specific challenge of viewing
the Acropolis then was, even as a constructed con-
vention, that it demanded not to be viewed as an-
other building, or as a row of columns etc., but
rather as architecture’s datum, as its perfection;
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3 a, b | The same or similar generic images would be used by

different travel narratives. This was one of the most common

images and Corbusier’s first sketch of the Acropolis is also from

this very spot. It is possible that Corbusier was influenced by

this generic image.

3 a | Frontispiece in J. P. Mahaffy’s ”Rambles and Studies in

Greece“, 1900

3 b | Photograph in Mabel Moore’s ”Days in Hellas“, 1909

4 b | Photograph in Mabel Moore’s ”Days in Hellas“, 1909

4 a,b | This was another very popular or generic view of the

Acropolis. The Illustration in Mark Twain’s ”Innocents Abroad“

is definitely from a photograph as in the one below.

4 a | Illustration in Mark Twain’s ” Innocents Abroad“



but with the added qualification that the actual
structures exceeded the visual images which they
were called to represent. The silence in the narrati-
ves marks this act, it indicates that this viewing
beyond the visual sign resists being translated into
language. For, away from the Acropolis, it was its
visual signs, its photographic aura, which had to be
viewed as architecture. And that could be and was
put into discourse. 

The 19th century Acropolis is perhaps then a
unique case where the convention and its sign
come up against a limit in the visual representatio-
nal system.26 It allows us to argue that there may
well be two modes of viewing architecture. One
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that is rare, but is the direct, sensory, bodily mode.
And this mode may not be discursive. And the
second mode may be the presence of architecture
only through the visual sign. Most buildings are
approached through this second mode, and the
actual physical structure fills in, it represents this
sign. And history of architecture as a discourse is
then perhaps only the history of the second mode;
the first mode escapes it.
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